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Host Adm-Alexander says:
USS Cherokee 10509.11 Discover Part 6

Host Adm-Alexander says:
Now to get some answers.  The XO will be conducting the interrogation of Dirn, while the CO assists.  The CMO has been called to administer aid to Dirn, who had fallen down during his apprehension.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CO_Ayidee says:
::Sitting just outside Brig, reviewing what we know before we start.::  XO: Are you ready to begin?

Host Adm-Alexander says:
::coming down the hallway to the brig::

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
::stands in the Promenade, just outside of the infirmary::

XO_Worthington says:
CO: Let's do it. Remember, you are good cop.

CMO_Brabas says:
::He is walking trough the corridors of habitat ring toward main brig::

CSO_Nash says:
:: With the CO in the Sec. Office. CO: Your orders now that Dirn is in the brig?

OPS_Nash says:
::still trying to figure out what is going on with the program running in the Holosuite::

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
::straightens out his new uniform jacket and heads for the Security Office::

Host Adm-Alexander says:
::sees the CEO and approaches him::  CEO:  I want to make sure that program is destroyed.  Get with OPS and get what information you can from it.

CO_Ayidee says:
CSO: Try and track down exactly what kind of operations this Dirn is into.  We're going into this kind of blind, so a motivation would help.
XO: Of course.

CSO_Nash says:
:: Hears the XO thinking to himself that he could be the "worse cop.".

CMO_Brabas says:
::He enters and nods at a guard:: 
Guard: I have been called someone has fallen?
<Guard> CMO: Go right ahead.

FCO_Orpax says:
::Drums on the bench in his cell, making an annoying noise.:: Guard: My music is so beeeeauuuuutiful! ::wonders if he is getting cabin fever::

XO_Worthington says:
::enters the brig and walks to Dirn's cell:: Dirn: It's time we had a little talk.

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
ADM: Yes ma'am.

CSO_Nash says:
CO: Aye sir. :: Accesses a terminal in the Sec Office looking for the doings of Dirn when he got to the station.::

CO_Ayidee says:
::Stands back from the XO, leafing through a PADD.::

Dirn says:
XO: You Federation pawn, why would you expect me to talk to you? You deformed me!

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
::heads back around towards the bar::

CMO_Brabas says:
::He walks in and sees XO and CO::

XO_Worthington says:
Dirn: You have a simple choice. Tell me what I want to know and possibly profit from it or you will see what the worst I can do is.

CO_Ayidee says:
Dirn: Sir, you should calm down.  There are some serious charges against you.  If you cooperate, we could probably get you a deal.

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
::enters Quark's bar and starts up the stairs to Kyleigh's location::

CMO_Brabas says:
CO/XO: Captain, Commander,  ::Nods with his head:: where is the injured person?

Dirn says:
XO: HA! You could never understand the true meaning of profit hew-mon. But, given the circumstances, I will cooperate, if you will, as you said ::motions to the Captain: strike me a deal.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
::stands out of sight to watch the interrogation of Dirn.  If only her mental abilities would work on Ferengi's, she would have the truth out of him ethics or not::

CSO_Nash says:
:: Waits for the computer to start spewing forth anything shady.::

CO_Ayidee says:
Dirn: It depends on what you give us, of course.  With the charges, it would have to be some good stuff.

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
::smiles at Kyleigh and walks up to the panel:: OPS: No luck?

XO_Worthington says:
Dirn: You can start at the top, what is the FCO's involvement in your arms sale?

Dirn says:
::snarls, and spits some blood on the floor.:: CO: What are these charges, firstly?

CMO_Brabas says:
::As he listens he puts his cold face out, and thoughts pass his mind that they want to scare the Ferengi::

OPS_Nash says:
::looks up with a frustrated look::  CEO:  Not yet, just when I think I have it figured out, another roadblock appears.

Dirn says:
XO: I answer your question after the captain answers mine.

CMO_Brabas says:
CO: Captain can I get a sample from his left ear?

XO_Worthington says:
::steps onto Dirn's line of sight:: Dirn: I asked you a question.

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
OPS: Have you tried bypassing the main relay, accessing the system by it's secondary relays? Should give you easier access to the program blocks.

CO_Ayidee says:
Dirn: Weapons dealing, unsafe operation and over ride of Holosuite controls, resisting arrest, and those are just from the initial investigation.

Dirn says:
XO: If you do not list the charges it would be a breach of Starfleet protocol, would it not? ::grin, and looks at Captain as he speaks.::
CO: Thank you, Captain.

XO_Worthington says:
Dirn: Not to mention attempted murder!

CMO_Brabas says:
::He puts down his med kit and pulls out a laser scalpel raises it up in eye sight and activates::

OPS_Nash says:
CEO:  I have tried that.  If you think it would work, you can try it.  Maybe it will let you figure it out.

Dirn says:
XO: Self defense! ::looks indignant.:: So, you want to know what Quol and my relationship is?

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
OPS: Alright, let's see if we can make sense of this Cardie junk. ::goes to work opening the wall panel::

XO_Worthington says:
Dirn: you know what I want to know, now start talking!

CSO_Nash says:
CO: I have some details on Dirn. I'll transfer them to your PADD. :: Sends the data about Dirn being a low level player until this arms deal, and then his greed and trying to cut Orpax and his family out of it. The arms look like some verteron pulse cannons and other Dominion type weapons.::

CO_Ayidee says:
CSO: Thanks Commander.

Dirn says:
XO/CO: Boys, I've dealt with more interstellar customs squads than you and your seven combined pips could muster. Let's stop with the good cop/bad cop approach. :: licks his lips:: XO: Orpax and I are childhood friends who, on occasion, conduct business.

CSO_Nash says:
CO: I hope this will prove useful, sir.

CO_Ayidee says:
::Hands the information from CSO to the XO.::
CSO: Looks like it will, good work.

Dirn says:
XO: We have done business together since we were small, and we've never had a problem. Now, as you know, I am Ferengi, and am not bound by your Federation trade agreements... Orpax, on the other hand...

XO_Worthington says:
::steps up to the little Ferengi, getting face to face:: Dirn: I don't care what you think. Where you are going you will never profit again unless you spit it out.

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
::picks up his Dynamic mode stabilizer:: OPS: Let's see if we can't break into the password through these secondary relays.

Dirn says:
XO: I am not intimidated by your brutish techniques. ::wipes some spittle off of his face:: Now, what is illegal about my weapons dealing, and where are the weapons?

CSO_Nash says:
CO: Another bit of info, the sale made by Mr. Orpax was legitimate. They sold off one of their own personal craft. But the sting money was somehow introduced. But Mr. Orpax is clean.

Dirn says:
XO: My alleged  weapons dealing

CMO_Brabas says:
::He walks toward Dirn with Medical Tricorder and begins to scan his body fluids and neural changes::

XO_Worthington says:
Dirn: I don't care about if you are intimidated or not. You are just a little man, no one takes you seriously. You don't have what it takes to pull this off. Now, who are you working for!

CO_Ayidee says:
Dirn: Sorry, but you were operating on a Starfleet facility in a star system on the verge of Federation membership.  Laws don't change for the individual, they cover areas.  When you boarded the station, you became subject to Federation laws.

Dirn says:
XO: Oh my you are one testy little person!

CO_Ayidee says:
::Quietly.::  CSO: Can you find where the traced money came into his possession?

Dirn says:
CO: I can accept that. Now, let's talk business, you and I. Guarantee me my freedom, and my ship, and I will tell you everything. No futzing around. It will be a simple trade.

CMO_Brabas says:
Dirn: Now you know that telepaths could do a little thing to get in your mind? But medicine has found ways to know when you are lying and repressing something, and there are always chemicals which do not break some of the oaths.

XO_Worthington says:
Dirn: We are not going to negotiate with a leech like you. You will tell us what we want to know or no one will hear from you ever again.

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
::tries to activate the secondary failsafe mechanism, which should reboot the system and erase all command functions input to lock down the program::

CO_Ayidee says:
Dirn: Assuming we were playing "good cop/ bad cop", do you really think the good cop would take things that far?  Let's put some realism into your negotiation attempts.

CSO_Nash says:
CO: It appears that the tagged money was given to Mr. Orpax for the ship. As always he was suspected in weapons activity, and the ship stayed off the official records. I actually had to do quite a bit of digging to find the reference.

CMO_Brabas says:
::He takes an Hypo and programs it for a little chemicals that brings thoughts to front of mind::

Dirn says:
CMO: My mind is impenetrable to telepaths, yes. One of the benefits of belonging to the greatest race in the quadrant.

Dirn says:
XO/CO: What is unreasonable about this? You want the acquittal of your officer, I want my freedom. A fair trade.

CMO_Brabas says:
Dirn: But not to this. ::He inject him with chemical::

CO_Ayidee says:
Dirn: It's impermeable to two lobed brains.  We could track down a Ulian if needed.

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
::picks up his Magnaspanner with his other hand and tries to access the failsafe while keeping the secondary relays activated with the Dynamic mode stabilizer::

CMO_Brabas says:
Dirn: In few seconds you will fell a bit relaxed and itchy.

CMO_Brabas says:
::Smiles::

Dirn says:
CMO: Oh wonderful. This is beauteous! Now I will be able to get you on violation of interstellar interrogation law! 
Self: Ay! that itches! ::begins to itch::

Host Adm-Alexander says:
ACTION:  As the CMO inject Dirn, he begins to feel an itching sensation close to burning.

OPS_Nash says:
::watches as the CEO works::

Dirn says:
CO: The Ulians are more civilized than to bow to tactics like this! ::itches furiously::

XO_Worthington says:
Dirn: What part of what I said do you not understand. This is not a negotiation. Do you really think I care what happens to a Ferengi? If Orpax goes down, so be it. I want names.

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
OPS: You mind holding the stabilizer for me? Or I need to grown a third arm. ::grins::

CO_Ayidee says:
Dirn: Our primary goal is to maintain the Federation's laws.  We want to have our crewman released because at this time he appears to have been framed.

CMO_Brabas says:
Dirn: Oh you will not lets say that you have an neurological disease that I just found. ::Smiles:: and this is only medication.

OPS_Nash says:
CEO:  Not at all.  ::assists the CEO::

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
::hands the device over to the OPS:: OPS: Thank you, just hold it there.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
::begins to grin, as this investigation may end soon::

OPS_Nash says:
::does as asked::

Dirn says:
CMO: Clever.
XO: Cool it, or you wont get your information!
CO: You appear to be more intelligent than your crew, and a sizable amount more reasonable. Go ahead ::itch:: ask away. I like you... I've always liked the Caits...

CMO_Brabas says:
Dirn; And not for the end a little side effects is at hand,

FCO_Orpax says:
::hears a muffled ruckus in the other room:: Self: I wonder what that is. Hopefully a prison break...

Host Adm-Alexander says:
::knowing the interrogation is in good hands, she leaves to see how the CEO and OPS are doing with the program::

XO_Worthington says:
CO: Maybe you should leave this to me, we don't have time for his lies. I will get what I want to know from him, one way or another.

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
::grabs his Micro-inducer:: OPS: Now that we have the secondary relays online, and we've accessed the main command input system. Now let's hope I can reboot the system.

CO_Ayidee says:
Dirn: Where did you get your hands on these weapons you had for sale?  Dominion technology is rather hard to come by for a 'solid'.

CMO_Brabas says:
Dirn: Your life or your thoughts, which will prevail? ::Smiles and walks to the med kit to put hypo back and takes Tricorder and begins to scan::

OPS_Nash says:
CEO:   I sure hope this works for you.  Anything I did, it found a way to block me.

Dirn says:
CO: I trade in no weapons. Weapons are child’s play... besides they have plenty of those... I trade in ::pulls the captain close.:: Ketracel White. ::leans back in his chair.:: That's where the profit it.

CO_Ayidee says:
XO: Let's see what he has to offer first.  He may tell us some useful things even yet.  It's the most profitable choice for him.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
::walks up the stairs and sees them::  CEO/OPS:  How are we doing on the program?  If you can tell me what he did, those will be charges that can be used against him as well.

OPS_Nash says:
ADM:  I believe Mr. Rome here may have a lead on how to defeat this blasted program.

CO_Ayidee says:
Dirn: So you aren't a weapons dealer, you are a drug runner, is that it?  Who are you dealing this white to?

Host Adm-Alexander says:
OPS:  Well it must be exceptional to defeat you Kyleigh.  
CEO:  What do you think?

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
ADM: Well Admiral, seems like he managed to get his hands on some operation codes which are restricted to the station personnel, I'm trying to purge those codes from the system through a 'backdoor' per say.

Dirn says:
CO: I'm dealing this white to the Romulans because the Romulans  just love the white stuff! ::rolls his eyes:: Get it together Cap'n! I'm dealing it to those who need it!

Host Adm-Alexander says:
CEO:  Make sure we have a record of this CEO.  I don't want to give him any wiggle room.

XO_Worthington says:
CO: Oh sure, we will we just sit here and listen to his lies. I'll give you 5 minutes, then I will get what I need.

CMO_Brabas says:
:: he scans for changes on Dirn::

OPS_Nash says:
ADM:  This program has got me stumped.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
ACTION:  The itching begins to worsen...

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
ADM: Aye ma'am, I should have this cracked open in no time.

Dirn says:
::itches at his neck:: CO: Connect the dots, kitten! Who needs White?

CO_Ayidee says:
Dirn: But "those who need it" normally get it from the goo guys.  If there is a market for it, then there must be some who can't access that supply unless I'm reading things wrong.  I need to know who and where these needy are.

FCO_Orpax says:
Unresponsive Guard: Don’t you love old earth music? ::sings:: "I can't stop this feelin'... I'm high on believin... That you're in love with meeeeeee... ::dances around::

CMO_Brabas says:
Dirn: If you tell I can get that itching part to perish?

Dirn says:
CO: Captain, I like you a lot.. and I'm gonna help you out... ::eyes look dreamy::

CO_Ayidee says:
XO: Five minutes should be sufficient.

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
OPS: You can put the stabilizer down now, we're in. And hand me the Coil Spanner if you would be so kind.

Dirn says:
CO: You're looking in all the wrong places. This isn’t pertinent to the investigation you are waging... that's another one...

XO_Worthington says:
::thinks it would be great if the CO left for a minute, too bad he is not telepathic::

OPS_Nash says:
CEO:  Great job!  ::puts down the stabilizer::

Dirn says:
::Stand up and sways:: CO: Woooahhhhhhh. Ok, let me tell you... ::itches:: what you... wanna know.

CO_Ayidee says:
Dirn: I'm understanding that, if it were simple arms dealing, it wouldn't be so...interesting.

Dirn says:
::begins to giggle furiously:: CO: hehehahahehehhee. Guess what? hehehehHAHAHAHAHAHA

Host Adm-Alexander says:
::picks up on her XO's thoughts::  *CO*:  Tio, can you come to the Holosuite where the CEO and OPS are working?

CO_Ayidee says:
Dirn: Guessing is for those without proper sources.  What?

CMO_Brabas says:
XO: I think he will need something to examine his brain neurons just to be sure that all infection is gone. ::Smiles evilly::

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
::puts down the Magnaspanner as well:: OPS: Okay, we're in the secondary bypass for the password controls now.

Dirn says:
CO: I... ::holds back a tremendous, semi-incoherent laugh.:: I set him up! HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA ::falls on the ground, hysterical.::

CO_Ayidee says:
*Adm*: I'll be right there.
Dirn: That's what you offer for immunity?  Thanks for the update.
XO: He's all yours, he's worthless to me.  ::Turns and leaves.::

OPS_Nash says:
CEO:  Wonderful.

Dirn says:
CO: That what it all... all... Don't leave me! ::looks at the XO, and gains his composure, barely. Stands up, sits in his chair.::

XO_Worthington says:
CO: We will get this taken care of. ::turns the security cameras off and seals the door behind the CO:: CMO: Hmm, Doc. What should we do now?

CMO_Brabas says:
::he walks to Dirn:: Dirn: I am a Doctor, you know that this way of pretending is just being a childish game. Now get up.

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
OPS: Indeed, now let's hope the Cardassian systems haven't affected these Federation subroutines too much, I used to be a bit of a renegade before I joined Starfleet, so this shouldn't be too hard. ::grins at her::

CMO_Brabas says:
XO: Well I need a part of ear for Orpax.

CO_Ayidee says:
::While walking towards the Holosuite, types a message on his PADD for the XO, "See if the White information is correct.  If true, it could outweigh the weapons dealing."::

Dirn says:
CMO: I think that the.. ::chuckle.:: truth serum had some... heheeeeee.. une- une- unexpected s-side effect, HAHAHAH.

CMO_Brabas says:
Dirn: Do you want to get in other moods?

CO_Ayidee says:
::Enters bar and walks to the Holosuites.::  Adm: You wanted to see me, ma'am?

Dirn says:
XO: But you see ::brings himself together.:: It was all me... it was a set up, don’t you get it? It was all Orpax’s money to begin with? Connect the dots, hew-mon! hehe.. ha.. haaaaaaaaaaaaa.

XO_Worthington says:
Dirn: Let me explain it to you so your feeble little mind can comprehend. I am under special dispensation to get the answers to this investigation by any means necessary. Now I wonder what they meant by that. Do you want to find out?

CMO_Brabas says:
Dirn: You know I am a good plastic surgeon.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
CO:  Yes, it seems the CEO and OPS have almost got this program whipped.  How is the interrogation going?

Dirn says:
::Gets it together.:: XO: Do not condescend me! I am giving you valuable information! If you would listen to me, you would already have connected the dots!

Dirn says:
XO: I ::long pause:: set ::long pause:: Quol Orpax ::long pause:: up.

CMO_Brabas says:
Dirn: But we don't want to connect the dots we want you to tell us!

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
::puts his Coil Spanner back to work::

CO_Ayidee says:
Adm: Dirn seems to be cooperating some, but seems to be treating this like a game.  I may return later, once he's had time to simmer a bit.  Question is, how many deals is this guy working on.

XO_Worthington says:
Dirn: Who are you working for! Answer me now!

Host Adm-Alexander says:
CO:  If he is typical Ferengi Tio, he has his hands in so many pies, it amazes me how they can keep up with all their deals.

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
ADM: Ma'am, you might want to contact the Station's OPS and ask them to shut down the primary safety subroutines for this panel.

Dirn says:
XO: I stole the money! The contract with Orpax Enterprises is in my shuttle! I work for no one but myself you hew-mon! I stole the money from Orpax for my own personal gain! Listen to what I am saying! Is the translator broken?

Host Adm-Alexander says:
CEO:  You got it.
*SBOPS*:  This is Admiral Alexander, shut down the primary safety subroutines for this Holosuite panel.

CMO_Brabas says:
::He walks to the med kit and takes Hypo out:: Dirn: I don’t believe you!

XO_Worthington says:
Dirn: Don't lie to me. You couldn't have pulled this off by yourself. You have no reason to set up your friend. Mow tell me the truth!

CMO_Brabas says:
XO: I will give him a pain amplifier.

Dirn says:
CMO: Why don’t you believe me?  I set him up, what's so hard to understand? I wanted money from him, I stole it, just as the ancient texts would instruct me to!

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
ADM: Thank you admiral, we wouldn’t want this terminal to lock up on us. ::smiles::

Dirn says:
CMO: Don't you dare! I have confessed because of that... other stuff.

CMO_Brabas says:
::He takes an scan with Tricorder::

CMO_Brabas says:
XO: Don't believe with my eyes...

XO_Worthington says:
Dirn: So you just got greedy? That's it? Where is the white? How does that fit in? Is Orpax your buyer?

Host Adm-Alexander says:
ACTION:  The CMO scans Dirn with his Tricorder and his vital signs show that he is indeed telling the truth.

CO_Ayidee says:
CEO/ OPS: Have you gotten anything useful from it so far?

CMO_Brabas says:
XO: He is telling the truth.

CO_Ayidee says:
*CSO*: See if you can track any movement by Dirn through the Wormhole.  A few of his comments deserve a deeper look, and I want to know a bit about his travel the past few months.

OPS_Nash says:
CO:  I believe Mr. Rome may have something soon.

Dirn says:
XO: This has nothing to do with Ketracel white! The white just happened to be in my ship when I executed the set up. The money is from a deal done with Orpax Enterprises and a private corporation. I intercepted the money, and made Orpax believe that we found it, so I was able to steal some. This is all a set up. I have explained it all! Now I want my freedom!

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
CO: Sir, I'm close to purging his command codes from the main password database, which he used to lock down this station. These codes are only for command.

CSO_Nash says:
*CO*: Aye sir. I'll get right on it. :: Punches in the search parameters given by the CO.::

XO_Worthington says:
CMO: He's Ferengi. He is too good for our equipment. Maybe we will just beat it out of him. Dirn: Who said anything about freedom?

CMO_Brabas says:
Dirn: You will not be in need to hurry,

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
::picks up a Dualitic Inverter:: Self: Now if I can only get to the ODN junction without setting off the internal alarms...

Dirn says:
XO: You are intolerable! ::sits down, having totally spilled the beans::

CMO_Brabas says:
XO: Yup. it is seams so.

CSO_Nash says:
*CO*: He has been through the wormhole 3 times within the last 6 months sir. I'll see if he filed a destination.

CO_Ayidee says:
*CSO*: Very good, I wouldn't put much trust in such a flight plan, but it should at least give us a base direction he went in.

Dirn says:
XO: The reason my people hate Starfleet is because of people like you, who don’t know the truth when it is, quite literally, given to you!

XO_Worthington says:
CMO: I'll be back in a moment. I have to go find something to finish this up with. ::leaves the room:: *CO*: The deed is done. We have our confession.

CO_Ayidee says:
*CSO*: We can then try and reconstruct his actual path by seeing what kind of distance his ship has gone.

CMO_Brabas says:
Dirn: Oh and I have to say something to you. If some word is out about this questioning let me remind you that also will be out an word that you told everything...

CO_Ayidee says:
*XO*: Good, anything unexpected?

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
Self: Aha!

CSO_Nash says:
*CO*: I'm sure I could come up with a close approximation.

Dirn says:
CMO: And you... I will see to it that your license is revoked! You are the most unethical slug of a doctor that I have ever SEEN! And that includes the Cardassian!

CMO_Brabas says:
Dirn: ... just to get your sorry behind out and I must add that all Ferengi will know that.

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
ADM: The command codes have been purged.

XO_Worthington says:
*CO*: Orpax is innocent. He was set up like expected though we have some Ketracel White on Dirn's ship for study.

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
::looks at the screen:: Self: Wait...what?

CSO_Nash says:
*CO*: But I need his ship impounded for that purpose.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
CEO:  Which mean what CEO?  We are out of luck?

CMO_Brabas says:
Dirn: And who do you think will believe you?

FCO_Orpax says:
Self: I wonder how out-of-the-loop I am...

CMO_Brabas says:
Dirn: I will now get you something that you will need to get to the bathroom.

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
ADM: I don't understand Admiral...I, I was though...but the database just flushed itself.

XO_Worthington says:
*CO*: I will have the FCO release and sent to the Admiral. Worthington out.

Dirn says:
CMO: it doesn't matter who believes me, what matters is the principle behind the Hippocratic oath, that you have violated! How do you call yourself a physician?

CO_Ayidee says:
*XO*: Good work.  Pass the confession onto Starfleet so we can get Orpax's name cleared of these charges.
*CSO*: That won't be a problem, with his arrest it would be done anyway.

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
::his fingers fly over the console, trying to save the data::

CMO_Brabas says:
Dirn :this will leave no trace of any chemical in your body.

CSO_Nash says:
*CO*: Excellent, sir. I'll head for his ship and begin at once.

Dirn says:
CMO: How can you live with yourself? You violated all of your principles to do this? You are a slug!

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
Self: No, no no!

CMO_Brabas says:
Dirn: Simply I can stand in front of mirror and smile.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
CEO:  It looks like our little Ferengi was quite good at this, or hired the best... 
CO:  You might want to pass along to SFI that someone is operating out of DS 9 that can access Starfleet codes.  That ought to keep them busy for a while, and that kind of stuff is right up their ally.

XO_Worthington says:
::transfers the recording from his PADD to the SFI office and lowers the force field outside Orpax’s cell:: FCO: Report to the Admiral mister.

CMO_Brabas says:
::He gives an hypo injection to Dirn::

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
ADM: I don't believe this. I'm sorry Admiral.

CMO_Brabas says:
Dirn : Oh and If you want an another appointment feel free to call.

FCO_Orpax says:
XO: No hello? No "oh, how are you doing today, lovely?" No "Oh, how are you, how do I look?" ::walks out of the cell::

XO_Worthington says:
*CMO*: You can stop torturing Dirn for now.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
CEO:  You and Kyleigh did your best.  I am very impressed Mr. Rome.

CO_Ayidee says:
Adm: Will do, it will be sent separate from the rest of the report on the incident.

XO_Worthington says:
FCO: Do you want to go back to your cell?

CMO_Brabas says:
*XO*: Will do just cleaning my act.

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
ADM: I am not, but thank you.

FCO_Orpax says:
XO: What a silly question.

CO_Ayidee says:
::Walks back to an open terminal and starts sending updates to Starfleet.::

CMO_Brabas says:
::He gets his stuff and leaves the room::

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
::picks up all his equipment and puts them away in a really, really bad mood::

CSO_Nash says:
:: Leaves the Sec Office and heads for the docking ring.:: TL: Docking Ring. :: Feels the lift begin it's travel.::

FCO_Orpax says:
::Gathers his things, and puts on his COM badge.:: XO: I will be heading out now. ::walks to where the Admiral is.::

Host Adm-Alexander says:
*ALL*:  Everyone is to report to the security office.  I want all information in this investigation ready to download to security.  I will meet everyone there.

XO_Worthington says:
::heads to the security office::

FCO_Orpax says:
*ADM*: On my way.

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
::picks up his toolkit and nods at Kyleigh:: OPS: He got me.

CMO_Brabas says:
::Heads to the security office::

Host Adm-Alexander says:
*FCO*:  Nice to hear your voice Mr. Orpax.  I assume you are attending the meeting?

CSO_Nash says:
:: Stops the lift and gets back out and enters the Sec. Office.::

CO_Ayidee says:
::Sends reports out.::  Adm: I still would like to know why he had Ketracel white aboard his ship.  The market for it should be rather limited, would it not?

OPS_Nash says:
::feels like she failed after learning the results of the efforts that she and Mr. Rome put forth to get to the program, she heard the announcement, she begins to go where instructed::  CEO:  I noticed.

FCO_Orpax says:
*ADM*: Most certainly. It will be lovely to see your lovely unable-to-penetrate-my-thoughts face again. And thank you, for all you have done to get me out of this mess.

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
OPS: Won't happen again.

CMO_Brabas says:
::Walks to the Sec. office::

FCO_Orpax says:
::Enters the security office, and approaches the Admiral.::

OPS_Nash says:
CEO:  You bet it won't.

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
::follows Kyleigh down the stairs::

Host Adm-Alexander says:
CO:  Well Tio, I don't understand either... it isn't illegal to have it, unless the laws have changed and I am not aware of it.

CMO_Brabas says:
Adm: Ma'am.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
CO:  We better get going or I will be late for my own meeting!

FCO_Orpax says:
ADM: Admiral. It is wonderful to see you again.

FCO_Orpax says:
::Nods his head, and takes his seat.::

CO_Ayidee says:
Adm: Only use for it I know is maintaining the Jem'Hadar.  THAT is what worries me most, why would they be seeking to buy what the Founders supply?  ::Already walking towards the lift.::

Host Adm-Alexander says:
CO:  Tio, maybe he thinks he can sell it to the Jem'Hadar at a profit.  Who knows and to be honest, ask me if I care?  ::sees the door to security and enters::

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
::enters the meeting and smiles at Quol and mouths the words 'Welcome back'::

CMO_Brabas says:
CO/Adm: I have to say that from the white you can gain various other drugs.

CO_Ayidee says:
Adm: But that would imply a Jem'Hadar camp outside of the normal CoC.

OPS_Nash says:
::enters the meeting and finds a place near the CSO::

Host Adm-Alexander says:
ALL:  Everyone please take a seat.
CMO:  Is that right?  I wasn't aware of that.  Make sure you include that on your report Jovan.

FCO_Orpax says:
::smiles at the human and mouths "Hello, ale on the promenade later."::

CMO_Brabas says:
Adm: Will do.

XO_Worthington says:
::sits down now that the meeting has started::

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
::grins and nods at Quol::

CSO_Nash says:
:: Sits down at the briefing table next to OPS.::

FCO_Orpax says:
ADM: Admiral, I trust the greatest of care was taken not to hurt Dirn... he is, after all, a friend.

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
::whispers to Kyleigh:: OPS: I was wondering if we could go through the data I was able to collect, maybe we can gain some insight into the failsafe that crashed the system?

Host Adm-Alexander says:
ALL:  Thank God this nightmare is over with.  I am sure that SFI will have many charges against Dirn.  As it stands now, please input your information so the Cherokee can get back home.  Any questions or input that would be pertinent at this time?

FCO_Orpax says:
ADM: Would somebody tell me what's going on?

XO_Worthington says:
Adm: Dirn should tell us anything else we want to know. He made a full confession.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
FCO:  When we are back onboard the Cherokee Mr. Orpax, I am sure the XO would be glad to fill you in.

OPS_Nash says:
::nods a confirmation to the CEO::

FCO_Orpax says:
XO: Sort of dodging the question, no?

FCO_Orpax says:
ADM: Thank you, Admiral. ::turns around.::
All: And thank all of you. Thank all of you for the help you surely gave me in this trying hour. I all owe you, literally and figuratively ::grin::

CMO_Brabas says:
FCO: I almost had an spare parts for you. ::Smiles as he looks at XO::

Host Adm-Alexander says:
XO:  I doubt that Trent... no offense intended Orpax, but Ferengi have never been known to tell the entire truth.  I don't think they are capable of that.

XO_Worthington says:
FCO: Your "friend" set you up. Luckily he will now pay for it.

FCO_Orpax says:
ADM: Admiral, you do know you are speaking to a Ferengi?

Host Adm-Alexander says:
FCO:  I am well aware of that MR. Orpax, your point is?

CSO_Nash says:
ADM: I'm sure that  the Ketracel White on Dirn's ship, and his subsequent trips into the Gamma Quadrant would suggest a harebrain scheme to profit from the Jem’Hadar. It is probably of no consequence, but the supply should be destroyed to prevent it's use on future campaigns.

FCO_Orpax says:
ADM: That Starfleet needs to work on its race relations. ::sits back in his chair, and stares down the Admiral, obviously offended.::

Host Adm-Alexander says:
CSO:  I will trust that you inform the right people to have that little detail taken care of?  ::grinning at him::

CSO_Nash says:
ADM: My pleasure, ma'am. :: Grins back to her.::

CO_Ayidee says:
CSO: That's looking at it hopefully.  I'm afraid it might mean more, perhaps even a rogue group of Jem'Hadar who need a new supplier of White.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
FCO:  Mr. Orpax, if that were the case, as you suggest, then I would not have bothered to help you, nor allowed the crew to do so.  You are walking on soft ground here.

OPS_Nash says:
::shudders when she hears the Jem'Hadar mentioned, she begins to have flashbacks to her childhood::

CMO_Brabas says:
CO: Could I get some samples of it just to run some experiments?

CSO_Nash says:
CO: That may be, but, but they won't get it and they'll come looking for Dirn.

FCO_Orpax says:
ADM: My ground will firm as the days pass. For now, all parties involved are satisfied ::smile.::

CO_Ayidee says:
CSO: But if it's true, then that means they are out there.  But Starfleet has been informed, it's not up to us to solve every problem Starfleet faces.
CMO: We'll see if we can clear that.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
::leans over to Trent::  XO:  I think a little chat with Mr. Orpax is warranted.  I don't think he is fully aware of the insult he just handed me.  I can trust you to take care of this for me?

CMO_Brabas says:
CO: Thanks.

XO_Worthington says:
Adm: Yes ma'am. ::shakes his head at Orpax::

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
::grins, happy that Quol is back::

CSO_Nash says:
:: Nods to the CO.::

Host Adm-Alexander says:
ALL:  You have the next hour to take care of what needs done here... then report to the Cherokee for the return to Starbase 33.  
CO:  Any orders for your crew Captain?

FCO_Orpax says:
::Looks airily around the room, smiling and giving small waves to his crewmates. Turns his attention to the admiral.::

CO_Ayidee says:
Adm: Not at the moment, just make sure everything is ready when it's time to leave.

CEO_LtJG_Rome says:
All: Well I sure need some R and R after this, what do you say we take Quol up on that ale he just suggested?

FCO_Orpax says:
::Eyebrows raise.::

Host Adm-Alexander says:
ACTION:  All details of the interrogation of Dirn have been turned over to SFI and security on DS 9.  The Cherokee crew are returning to Starbase 33 for further orders.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

